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A PROOF OF THE CONSISTENCY OF PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY
INTRODUCTION

This paper is written to show the consistency of an axiornatic
system of projective geornetry. The need for axiornatic systerns has
been recognized since the days of Euclid whose Elernents carne out
around 2300 years ago. Less appreciated is the fact that axiorn
systerns should be confirrned not only by intuition and the theorerns

resulting frorn the axiorns, but also by proof of their consistency.
Since absolute consistency apparently

is an illusion, I have been

forced to a proof of relative consistency. I sha11 show that the given
systern of axiorns is consistent if linear algebra of real nurnbers is.
Since real linear algebra is consistent if real arithrnetic is, the sys-

tern of axiorns is consistent if arithrnetic is.

Euclid in forrnalizing all the geornetry known in his day into
an axiornatic systern, had laid the foundation

for a cultural environ-

rnent that was to free rnanrs intellect to search for new areas of

knowledge. This knowledge was to be consistent with the work of

Euclid, yet different frorn it, as dernonstrated by such rnen as Karl

Friedrich Gauss,

Johann

Bolyai, and Nikolai Ivanovich Lobachew-

sky.

'rlf you would converse with rne, define your terrns. " These
words spoken by Voltaire go a long way in explaining the first step

z

in the systern ernployed by Euclid. (It rnust be noted that Euclid hirnself rnade no explicit staternent of his systern, which was in fact deficient by rnodern standards. His definitions were poetic-not exact for
he had no prirnitive terrns-and his axiorns were not cornplete.)

If you

are to carry on an intelligent conversation with anyone you rnust know:
the rneanings of the words to be used. Here lies part of the problern

for we find the rneanings of words to be circular. Thus Voltaire

was

asking the irnpossible. This gives rise to the first part of an axiorna-

tic systern, the prirnitive or undefined terrn. The undefined terrn is
one we accept without rneaning, and in accepting
rrrove

it we are able to

forward, where as rejection of this idea would leave us in the

aborninable abyss of trying to define words in terrns of thernselves.

The second step in establishing an axiornatic systern is to set
up sorrre staternents, or axiorns, involving the undefined terms that

are to be accepted without proof. This is necesssrl, for to prove
sornething we rnust

rely

on what we already know, so

at solne point

in the proof of a set of staternents it is obvious that at least one will
have a proof that

utilizes itself. It is this systern, consisting of unde-

fined terrns and axiorns, that is so widely used in rnathernatics today
as well as in every aspect of rnodern society.

A traditional condition put on every axiorn systern is that of

irreducibility. This infers that it is distinct as possible and no axiorn can be deduced frorn the rernaining

ones. In keeping an axiorn

3

systerrr reduced not only

is

one rnaintaining at a rninirnurn the facts he

rnust accept without proof, but also as the nurnber of axiorns de-

creases the probability of inadvertent inconsistency lessens. Like-

wise it should be noted, that one should not reduce an axiorn systern
without proof that the discarded staternents are theorerns resulting

frorn the rernaining axiorns, or he rnay find the system unable to

do

that for which it was designed.
With the undefined terrns and axiorns rnan can, with the laws
of logic, deduce new staternents and thus increase his knowledge. It

is the necessity of these undefined terrns and axiorns that gave rise to
Bertrarn Russellls famous aphorisrn that in rnathernatics one never
knows what one

is talking about or whether what one is saying is true.

We ask ourselves the question of why we need rnodels that

show consistency in the axiorns of our

systern. I believe that there

are two rnajor reasons why. First, historically we know that rnany
axioms systerns have been inconsistent so we realize that an apparent
sirnple systern certainly has the possibility of error.
Second, rnan has an unending desire for perfection, Man has

constantly sought ways to bring perfection into his work.

A11

his

physical work although good has little irnperfections that he keeps

trying to delete. Now in an axiorn systern he sees a chance to gain
this perfection that has so far escaped hirn. For this reason he feels
cornpelled to try to prove that his axiorn systern is perfection. To do

this he uses a rnodel.
Once we have proved an axiorn system to be consistent we can

proceed, feeling confident that all theorerns that we draw from these
axiorns will also be true and we have a way of expanding our know-

ledge. This knowledge we know is true, frorn the rnodel, so it is

a

rneans of gaining rnore truth relative to our axiorns.
Now that we have discussed the rea.sons

for desiring a rnodel

for our axiorn systern let us consider what this rnodel should consist
of in terrns of prior truth. Since we have no perfection in our work
we can only prove consistency if we can put the rnodel back into our

1ogic.

We rnust believe

in our logic for if we dontt there is no reason

to go on. As soon as one doubts logic he can never accept anything
and the result

is chaotic.

So our model rnust be resolved to logic which

will eliminate

the rnain points of inconsistency, that of the Law of Contradiction and

the Law of Excluded Middle. Or it rnay be shown consistent in anoth-

er systern that is built upon logic.
Our algebra has been built upon logic and is the systern in
which I will prove the consistency of the axiorn systern of projective
geornetry.

A SYSTEM OF PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY
The primitive things of this systern are points, planes, and
line s.

The prirnitive relations are the relation of incidence of line
and point; the relation of incidence of plane and pointi and the relation

of separation. The first is a binary relation between the set of lines
and the set of

points. The second is a binary relation between the set

of planes and the set of points. The last is a binary relation on the
set of ordered pairs of distinct points and itself.

A set of points is called a collinear set if the same line is incident on each rnernber of the set.

A set of points is

cal1ed a coplanar set

if the same plane is in-

cident on each rnernber of the set.

A point is said to be of or on a line (or of or on a plane) if that
line (or plane) is incident upon the point.
A line is in or of a plane if every point of the line is a point of
the pIane.

A set of lines is

ca11ed

a coplanar set if every line of the set is

a line of one and the sarne p1ane,

Axiorns of Incidence

Axiorn l. If P and Q are distinct points there exists a unique

line incident upon thern.
Axiorn 2. There exist at least two points on a straight line,
three non-collinear points in a plane, and at least one plane..
Axiorn 3. If P, Q, and R are non-collinear points there exists
a unique plane incident upon thern.

Axiorn 4. If P and Q are points of a plane n and also points of
a line 1, I is a line of n.

Axiorn 5. Any two distinct planes have exactly one line in
colnrnon.

Axiorn 6. There exist at least four non-coplanar points.

Axiorn 7. Two distinct coplanar lines have a unique point in
cornrnon.

Axiorn of Order
Axiorn 8. Given n collinear points, with n greater than three,

there are exactly two ways of narning thern, PtPZ,

PrrP._1. .PI, so that P. and

PO separate

i, j, k, and I are in natural order, or

.

P, or

P. and P, if and only if

can be obtained frorn natural

order by substitutions frorn the group generated by ("rOjOOrl) and
(P.P. ).
1K

A MODEL OT' THE SYSTEM
A rnodel of the system is obtained by lneans of the following in-

terpretations in the linear algebra of four real nurnbers: a point is an
equivalence class of ordered quadruples of nurnbers (x, Y, z, wl, not

all zero, such that (x, \, z, w) is equivalent to (xr, yl, ,1, wr) if

and

only if the rank of

y

l*

z w

\
*r/
Yr
\*,
'r
I

is equal to onei a plane is an equivalence class of equations equivalent
to

Ax+ By+Cz+Dw-0,
withA2

+Bz+cz+oz *o;

and

a

line is an equivalence class of

pairs of equations equivalent to

Arx*Bty*Crz*Drw -

0,

Arx* Bry + Crz + Drw -

0,

with rank Z for the rnatrix

,/\
IA, Br cr Dr\
tl Bz cr'r)'
\o,
Further interpretations of the systern are as follows:

a

line

is said to be incident upon a point if and only if every quadruple of the

point is in the solution set of each of the pairs of the line; a plane

1S

said to be incident on a point if and only if each of the quadruples of
the point is in the solution set of the equations of the plane.
The final interpretation is that of the relation of separation.
Given four collinear points Pr, PZ, P3, and Pn, the points P, and

Pn separate P, and P, if and only if the cross ratio of the points,
R (P1PZ,

"+O:),

(defined on page 26), is negative.

Now to prove the consistency of the axiorn systern

I need only

prove each of the axiorns as a theorern in the rnodel described above.

AXIOMS OF INCIDENCE

Theorern 1. If P and Q are distinct points there exists

a

unique line incident upon thern.

Let the two points be represented by P, (xr, yI, ,1, wr) and

,Zl*r,

yZ, ,2, *Z). To show uniqueness I will assurne two lines,

1, and 1r, are incident upon P, and P, and show a contradiction. Let
1, be represented by

AI*+Bty+Cf+DI*-0,
AZ*+BZy+CZr+DZ*-0,
with rank 2 for the rnatrix

/(\ o, Br c, "r\
\o, uz cr.

'r)'

By symrnetry we rnay assurne that A tDZ - Orr, I O. Letlrbe represented by

A3* + B:y + C3u + D3* -

0,

A4*+B+y+C4r+D4*-0,
with rank Z for the rnatrix

(o,

Bg c, D\

l\ u+ cn
\on
"n)'
To show that the lines are identical I need only show that their

t0

solution sets are equivalent. To do this I will reduce the equations of
1, to an equivalent set in terrns of P, and Pr. A sirnilar argurnent
would fo11ow with la which will prove uniqueness.

For

1, we have,

(l) At*I

Bt

(Z') AZ*I

BzYt

Yt

+ Cf | + DI*I =

0,

+ cz'L

+

DZ*I -

0,

Cfz

+

Dt*Z -

0,

(3) At*z + BtYz +

(4) AZ*Z + BZyZ + CZzZ + Dz*z =

o'

Frorn (1) and (Z) we have,

(5) (ArDz-AzDr)*r + (urrz-BzDt)yr + (Crrz-CrDr)2,

-

0,

(6) (AtDz-AzCr)*r + (BrDz-erCr)v, + (DrCz-DzCr)*r

-

0,

(7) (ArBz-AzBr)*r +

(CrBZ

-CrBr)2, + (DrBZ-r,ut)*, =

0.

Frorn (3) and (4) we have,

(8) (AlDz-AzDt)*z +

(Br Dz -BzDL)y.z

(9) (ArC z-AzC tl*z +

(u

(10) (A

tBz-AzBtl*z +

r", -r r" ,)u,

r\r, + (DrCz-DzCtl*z -

+

("rua-"rrr,lr, +

(C

rDz-

C

zo

(DIBZ-DZBt)*Z =

0,
0,
0.

Frorn (5) and (8) we have,
(

I 1) (A

(12) (A

tDZ-AzDr)(*r

zr-xrz

rl + (B rrz -BzDl)lyfz-vrzrl = o,

tDz-AzDr)(xrvr-*avr)

+ (Crrz -czrrl(z,vr-rrytl = o.

Frorn (5) and (9) we have,

II
(

13) (o,

",

-or" r) (*r*r -xrw r)

(14) (AlCz-ArC

r)(xrr z-*zy t)

+
+

(t, c, -r

rcr)
(DICz-DrC

(rrwr-vr*r)

r)(wrr z-*zy tl

0.
0.

tr'rorn (7) and (10) we have,

r)(x,wr-xrwr) +

(

15) (ArBz -Orr

(

I6) (ort, -Arur)(*r rz-*2, t) +

(C

rBz-CzBr)(zrwZ-

(DrB

rz*r) = 0,

z-DzBr)(*r rZ-*2,

r\ = 0.

Since the points are distinct we know the rank of the rnatrix

( *, vr 'r *r\

t\
\*,

Yz 'z *r)
I 0. But

istwo.. Nowby s)rrnrnetry we can assume that xrzr-*rz,

(tI) we have
.DZ-AZD. I 0, so frorn equation
UrDZ-trr,. I 0 and yf Z-yZrt I 0. We witl now break the proof
into two parts depending on whether or not zlwz-rZ*! = 0.

we know that A

First let us consider it equal to zero. This gives rise to two
conditions, narnely w, = 0 or w, I O, If.w, - O, then either

,Z = 0, *l

- 0, o, ,Z = *1 - 0. With any one of these three

conditions being true equations (I5) and (15) reduce to the identity,

O - 0.

If.

*lrz-*ZrI

w, I O, then z, = lrz* rl lwr, Since we know that
I 0 and yf Z-yZrL I 0, we can deduce that *1*Z-*Z*I

I 0 and yI*Z -yaw, I 0. Now frorn equations

(

13) and

(

14) either

,, , ,C r-r r" ,, and B tC Z-B ZC I ^r" all equal to zero or
that AtCZ-AZC, and BtCZ-rZCl are not equal to zero. If all equal
O

rC

,-

OrC

zero the equations (13) and (14) becorne the identity, 0 =

0.

t2

If AlCZ-AZCI and BtCZ-rr",
equations

( 1 1)

do not equal zero we find that

and ( l2) are equivalent to

*r'z-*z'L=-tr.'r-uz'r.,

( 17)

Y

(r8)

r'z-Y

A,.', -Ar',

z'I

*rYz-*zY

= - ctrz-"rr,

L

'rYz-'zY

ArD,\\

I

'

and that equations (13) and (14) are equivalent to

1t9)
(

20)

*I*Z-*Z*,
Yr*z-Yz*I

= - ,rCr-rrC,

*ryz-*zyt

= - ,tcz-rr",

* rY z-*zY

Atcz-Azct

o

I

rc r-or"

,

,

Referring back to the general equations of 1, we can write the
following equations that are equivalent to the original ones

(zI) (orrr-ArDr)x + (urrz-BzDr)y + (Crrr-CrDr)z =

0.

(zz) (or"r-ArCr)x + (urCz-nrCr)v + (DrCz-DrCr)w =

0.

Now equations (21) and (ZZ)

car,-

be rewritten into another pair of equa-

tions which are listed below,

(23)

,D, -r

c tDz-c zD t

x+"*ffiiv +ffi"
B

u

rr l

=0,

D
I
tz4lxrffi"+ffiw-0. tc z-'rc ,

,c r-'rc

Frorn equations ( 17), (18), and (Z3l we rnay derive equation

I3

(251. Likewise frorn equations ( 19), (20), and (?41 we rnay derive
equation (26).

*r'z-*z'!

(Z5l x--:-Y

Ylrz-Yzrl

*I*z-*z*I

lZOl

YI*Z-YZ*l'

*LY

z-*zY I
* ytrz-Yzrl z =

+

xrYz-*zYr
-YI*Z-YZ*

|

=

0.

^
U.

Equations (25) and (26l are equivalent to the equations of 1, which

for part

shows uniqueness

one.

In the second part of this proof we rnust conside, ,I*Z-rZ*l

I O.

Now upon exarnination of equations (15) and (16) we find that

either A,.Ur-Orrl = DIBZ-DZBl = 0, or both differ frorn zero.
already know that D tBZ-rrt,

We

I O. Therefore both rnust differ frorn

zero. With this inforrnation we rnay rewrite equations ( I5) and (16)
into the forrns (27) and (28) given below.

(27\ *I*z -*z* r
'r* z-'z*
(

z

B)

=

crBz-czBt

-

DtBz-DzBt

|

*

t'z-*z' l
* r'z'* z'I

AI%.AA

,

{q4{

Referring back to the general equation for 1l we can deduce
equation (29) which then rnay be written in the forrn of equation (30).

(29) (Arur-ArBr)x

+ (Crur-CrBr)z + (rrBz-DrBr)w -

0,

t4

(30) x r

c,t,-c-.u,

ffi",

'tBz-DzBt
AF;r;n*=

o.

Frorn equations (27), (28), and (30) we are able to derive
equation (31).

*r*z-*z*1
'r* z''z* !

(31)x-z+w=0.

*r'z'*z'I
'l* z-'z* I

Now equations (25) and (3I) are another

pair of equations

equivalent to 1, which will show uniqueness. Here it should be noted

that equation (25) is independent of the value of zrwr-rZ*1.
To show existence of such a line I need only show a pair of
equations that are satisfied by the given quadruples of nurnbers, (3Zl
and (33) are such equations,

(32) ("

,r

r-y ,z

,)x + l*2, t-x rz rly +

(33) (rr*r,-yrwr)x
Lernrna

1.

(* yZ -xry
,l
t

z=

0

+ (*r*r-xrwa)y + kr"r,-xryr)w Given points,

(*r.,

.

0.

yl, "1, wr), PZ

",.
l*r, yZ, ,2, *z), and P, (xr, y3, ,3, wr),

and the rnatrix forrnedby

these quadruples,

.

(l' :

'-:)

(I) if r(w) - I, then the quadruples all represent the same pointi

I5

(Zl r(W) -- Z, then the points are collinear; (3) r(W) - 3, then the
points are non- collinear.

Part one follows as a direct consequence of the definition of a
point.

In part two since r(W) - Z, the systern

O*,. + Byt + Cr, + D*I = 0,
A*Z + ryZ + Cr, + W, = 0,
O*3

+ Byl + Cr, + r*3 - 0,

has exactly two linearly dependent solutions, hence the points are col-

linear.
In part three r('W) = 3, hence the systern of equations above
has an infinite nurnber of solutions but each is dependent on a single

solution. Hence the points are non-collinear.
Corollary to Lemrna 1. Given three non-collinear points the
rnatrix forrned by the quadruples that represent these points has a
rank of three.
The rnatrix cannot have a rank of zero or all points would van-

ish. If we assurne it has a rank of one or two we have a contradiction
of lernrna one. But the rank of the rnatrix rnust be three or less, so

it rnust be three.
Theorern 2. There exist at least two points on a straight Iine,

three non-collinear points in a plane and at least one p1ane,

I6

This theorern I will break down into three separate parts and
prove each one individually.

Part I. There exist at least two points

on a straight line.

Let the line be represented by

At* + Bty

+

Cf + Dr* -

0,

e

Ax+Bv
Z2'

CZr+DZ*-0,

+

with rank 2 for the rnatrix

/o, Br c,. DI

t\
\ o,

',

c,

'r.)

'

Since the rank is two one of the following rnust be true:

Artr-A|BL I O, OtCr-AzCt I

O,

Atrz-AzDr I 0,

'tCz-rrc,
I o, ,tcr-BzcL I o, BtDz-uzr,. * o, or c tDz-czDt I 0.
By syrnrnetry we rxray assurne that A .BZ-AZBt I 0, Thus we can get

solutionswithz = 0andw = I;andwithz

= landw - 0, theval-

ues of x + y being then uniquely deterrnined. These solutionswill yield

uniquepoints. If anyof the sixdeterrninants is not equal to zero a paral1eI proof rnay be used and since one of thern rnust be

non-zero, the

result follows.
Part Z. There exist at least three non-collinear points in a
plane.

Let the given plane be represented by

Ax+By+Cz+Dw-0,

t7

withAz + Bz + Cz + Dz * o. wernayassurneA I ouysyrnrnetry. This allows us to rewrite the equation of the plane as given
below.

BCD

- --\tr/

X = -:V
A'AA

Then there

w.

is cornplete freedorn in the assigning of values of y, z,

V/e rnay take these to be

and

0, 0, l; 0, I, 0; and I, 0, 0; and get

three corresponding values of x. Then these three ordered quadru-

ples, (-D/A, 0, o, t), (-ClA, 0, I, 0), and (-BlA, l, o, 0), are
representatives of points since each has a non-zero rnernber and since
the rank of

/ -ote
| -",o
\-",o

o
o

I

:i)

is 3, for
I
0

lo,

the above three points are non-collinear.

This fact was dernonstrated

in lernrna l.

Part 3. There exists at least one

p1ane.

To verify this property I need only show that at least one equation with non-zero coefficients exist. Such an equation is y =

0,

18

Lernrna Z, Given a line 1 that is in a plane n, then 1 rnay be

represented by a pair of equations that includes a representative equa-

tion of n.

Let I be represented by

AI* + Bty + CL, + DI*
AZ* + BZy + Cz,, + Dz*
with rank

Z f.or the

0,
0,

rnatrix

Bt ct
(";

B,

C,

:)

and n be represented by

43*+Bgy+C3r+D3*=0.
W-e

need now only consider the rank of the following rnatrix.

/o, t, c, o,\
N = |/\ A, Bz c, Dz \
\,

\",

Bs

c, ", I

Since each of the planes represented above contains the line I, the
systern

At* + Bty + Cf + Dt* =

0,

AZ* + BZy + CZ, + DZ* =

0,

43*+Bgy+C3r+D3*-0,
has exactly two linearly independent solutions. Hence the rank of N

T9

is Z. Since the rank of

/ o, ", c, ',\

t\
lt

\A, B, ",'rl

is Z, the row (Ar, 83, C3, Dr) is linearly
(Al, Bl, CI, Dr) and (Ar, BZ, CZ, ,r).

dependent upon

Then n and at least one of

the other planes deterrnine a line, This line and I are one and the
sarne as

I is cornrnon to all of the above planes.

Corollary to Lemrna Z. Two distinct coplanar lines can

be

rePresented by pairs of equations that include a representative of the
cornrrron p1ane,

This is an irnrnediate consequence of lernrna

2.

Theorern 3. If P, Q, and R are non-collinear points, there

exists a unique plane incident upon thern.

Let the points be represented by P (xr, yL, ,I, *l),

O

(*r, yZ, ,2, wr) and p (x3, y3, ,3, *3). Now by the corollary of
lernrna 1 the rnatrix forrned by the above quadruples has a rank of

three, hence the systern

A*, + Brt + Cr, + r*, -

0,

+ r*, -

0,

O*, + U", +

"r,

A*3 + ByE + Cr3 + r*3 =

0,

has a solution set all of whose rnernbers are linearly dependent on
sorne given non-zero solution.

ZO

Theorern 4. If P and Q are points of a plane n and also points

of a line 1, I is a line of

Let P and

n.

Q be the points on

I, with I represented by

Arx+Bty+Ctz+Drw-0,
Ailx+B"y+Cttz+Drrw=0,
with rank

Z f.or the

rnatrix

/e,

I\
\a"
and P and Q also on

Bt

Ct

Dt\

B" C" D"l

,

n, with n represented by

Ax+By+Cz+Dy-0.
Now consider the rank of the following rnatri:<.

/o,

u=

Br Ct D,\

I o,, B,, c,, o,, \
\"

B

c

D)

Bt

Ct

D,\

Since the rank of

/ e,

(o" B" c" ,")
rs Z, the rank of U is at l.east Z. If the rank of U is Z, then row

(A, B, C, D) is linearly dependent upon rows (Ar, Bt, C', Dr) and
(A", B", C", D"). Hence every solution of the systern
Atx+B'y+Ctz+Drw-0,
A"x+B"y+C)tz+Drrw-0,
is a solution of n. Since every point of I is a solution of the above

zt
systern every point of I is in n.
The rank of U cannot be three for then the systern

-A'tx + B"y + Ct'z + Dtrw =

0,

Ax+By+Cz+Dw-0,
would be dependent on a given non-zero solution and we were given

that it has two linearly independent solutions.
Theorern 5. Two distinct planes have exactly one line in cornlnon.

Let the two planes be represented by the following two equations:

Ax+By+Cz+

Dw=

0,

Arx+Bty+Ctz

+

-0.

Drw

Since the planes are distinct we have the rank of

/e

I
I

\A,

B

c

D\

B,

Cr

,')

equal to 2. Hence the systern

Ax+By+Cz+

Dw=

Arx+Bty+Ctz

+ Drw-

0,
0,

has a non-elnpty solution set, i. e. there are points cornrnon to the two

planes. However, every such a point is on the line represented by

Ax+By+Cz+

Dw-0,

Atx+Bty+Ctz

+Drw=0.

ZZ

This is a line for the rank of

/t

B

Io,

Br

::)

is Z.
Theorern

5. There exist at least four non-coplanar

points.

Consider the plane represented by

Ax+By+Cz+Dw-0,
with AZ + BZ + Cz + Dz t 0, and the points PI (0, 0, o, 1), ,z

(0, 0, I, 0), P3 (0, 1, 0, 0), and Pn (1, 0, 0, 0). Assurne the four
points are coplanar and therefore satisfy the equation of the plane.

Then, for Pr, D = 0; for PZ, C = 0; for Pr, B = 0; and for Pn,

A = 0. But,

then

A2 + BZ + CZ + Dz = 0, a contradiction,

showing that the points are non-coplanar.

Theorern 7. Two distinct coplanar lines have a unique point

in cornrnon.
By the corollary to lernrna 2 we know that two such lines can
be represented by pairs of equations that include an equation of the
cornrnon

plane,

W'e

will represent these lines as follows

,.AI*+BtY+CLr+DI*-0,
r1.
Ax+By+Cz+Dw-0,
AZ* + BZy + CZ, + DZ* -

tr,
"Ax+By+Cz+Dw-0,

0,

z3

the cornrnon plane being represented by

Ax+By+Cz+Dw=

0.

Since each pair of equations above deterrnines a line the rank of each

coefficient rnatrix is

2.

Now consider the rank of

M=

Ar

Bt cr

oz

Bz

A

'r\

cr', I
B c "l
M is

three which will give us a so-

We need only show that the rank of

lution set all of whose rnernbers are dependent on one non-zero solution.

If the rank of this rnatrix is less than three it rnust be two.
Since the rank of

At
(
is equal to
(A, B,

Z,

three.

c,.

Dil
I

AB

c

")

the row ( Az' BZ, CZ, Dr) is linearly dependent upon

C, D) and

cides with the

tt

(Ar, BI,

first,

cI, ,r).

a cont radiction

But then the second line coinwhich proves the rank of Mis
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AXIOM OF ORDER
Lernrna 3. Given four collinear points of a line there exists a
plane containing one of these points but notanyother point of the line.

Let Pr, PZ, P3, and Pn be points of the line represented by

Ax+By+Cz+Dw-0,
Atx+B'y+Ctz+Drw=0,
with rank Z for the rnatrix

le
tl
tl
\a'
Since the rank

B c D\
B' c' D,/.

is 2, Ax + By + Cz + Dw = 0 has at least one so-

lution that is not a solution of Atx + Bty + Ctz + Drw - 0, say

P5. Now P, and

PU deterrnine a

line and this line is distinct frorn the

line represented above, as PU is not a point of the original 1ine. Represent this new line by

Ax+By+Cz+Dw-0,
At'x+B"y+C"z+D'rw-0,
with rank

Z f.or the

rnatrix

,\/a

B

\

B,' c'r

IrA"

c

D\
D" /

Now both lines are cornrnon to the plane represented by

Ax+By+Cz+Dw-0,
as the quadruple representing the points of these lines satisfies the

z5

equation of the plane.

in comrnon,

Bu.t two coplanar lines can have only one point

so

A"x+B"y+C"z+Drrw-0,
represents a plane containing P, but no other points of the given line.
Since in the rnodel points are narned by an equivalence class

of ordered quadruples and planes by an equivalence class of equations
we rnust

restrict these representations to a single representative in

order to have uniqueness in our discussion of order, The canonical
representative for each class is described below.

Points. If x I 0, we will use the quadruple (I, yl*, zlx,
w/x); if x = 0 and y I O, we will use the quadruple (0, 1,
"ly,
w/y);if x - y = 0 andz I O, wewillusethequadruple(0,0,

1,

wlzl; andif x = y = z = 0andw I O, wewillusethequadruple
(0, 0, 0, 1). Since (0, 0, 0, 0) is not a point in the rnodel, we have
a unique canonical representative

for each point,

Planes. If A I O, we will use the equation x + (B/A)y

+

(ClAlz + (D/A)w = 0;if A = 0andB I 0, wewillusetheequation
y + (ClB\z + (D/B)w = 0; if A - B = 0andC I 0, wewilluse
theequationz + (D/C)w = 0; andif A = B = C = 0andD I
we

O,

will use the equation w - 0. Again each plane has a unique can-

onical repre sentative.
With the above restrictions on narning of points and planes,
any plane canonically represented by

z6

Ax+By+Cz+Dw-0,
will divide the set of all points into three classes which I will
as

define

follows. Positive half space will consist of all points for which

Negative half space wilL consist of all points for which

The third class will consist of all points for which

Ax+By+Cz+Dw-0.
Definition. "r("j) is a function of n. and P., where n. is

the

left side of a canonical representation of the plane containing
Ai* + Biy + Ci, + Di* =

0,

and P. is the canonical representative
of a .point containing" (x,, y.t 2.,
.

J'J

J

J

w.).
J

Definition. The cross ratio of four collinear points Pr,

PZ,

P3, and Pn is R(PIPZ, P+P:). Where

,z(Pr)
.
R(PrPz,"+":)=ffi + "+(Pr)

ffi'

,

with TZ(PZ) = nnlPn) = 0 and ,Z(Pt),
"Z(P:), n4(PI), and nn(Pr)
not equal to zero,

Definition. The relation of separation for PZ,P4 and Pr, P,
will be written PZr+ V PIP3, where "V" rneans separate. "t/" will
rnean do not separate.

Lernrna 4. If P and Q are points of a line canonically

z7

represented by

AI*+Bty+Cf+Dt*=0,
Az* + Bzy + Cz, +DZ*-0,
with rank Z for the rnatr ix

/o,
t

\o,

Br

c,.

Bz

cz

::)

and n any plane canonically represented by

+D3*-0,

43*+Bly+C3,
so that n

'We note

is distinct frorn the planes above, and with

rr(P)

<

0 and

here that n is not the plane canonically represented by x -

for its negative half space is the ernpty

0,

set.

Since the equations of the planes arre canonically represented

weknoweitherA - I, A = OandB - I, A - B - OandC - I,
orA = B = C = 0andD - I. Forthediscussionherewewilluse
equations of the forrn

x+By+Cz+Dw=0.
If

any of the other canonical representations of a

line held a parallel

proof could be used.
Now the

line is represented

x + Bty

+

by

Cl, + DI* -

0,

z8

x+BZy+CZr+DZ*=0,
and n

is represented by

x+Bgy+C3r+D3*=0.
Since in the canonical representations of point x - I, or

x - 0, by introducing a pararneter t, we can write a set of three
equations that are equivalent to the pair of equations that represent

the line with respect to the canonical representations of points. Let
the pararnetric representation of the line be given by

Y = Yo + tl'
z=z+trn,
o

w=*o+tn,
with !.2 1 ,nZ + n' - I.

Now if we let t, be the value of the pararrr-

eter for which the pararnetric equations yield point P and t,

t}:,e value

of the pararneter for which the pararnetric equations yield point Q, we
can deduce the following pairs of inequalities depending on whether or
not x is one or zero. If x = 1, we have

If x - 0, we have
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Since

,r, * C3* + D3r can not equal zero (for if it did the

expressions 1 + B3yo + C3ro + D3*o and B3yo + C3ro + D3*o
would have to be both negative and positive) we can write inequalities
(1) and (2) into the forrns (5) and (5), and inequalities (3) and (4) into
the forrns (7) and (8).

I + B3yo + C3ro + ,3*o
(5)

's!+c3*+D3'
I + B3yo + C3ro + D3-o
UZI+C3*+D3t

(6)

+ C3ro + D3*o
Ull + C3* + D3,

B3Yo
(7)

'

B3Yo+c3ro+D3*o
(8)

Then

BZr+C3*+D3,
for either

I + B3ro r C3ro + D3*o
B:l+C3-+D3.

l=

B3Yo
f=

+ C3ro * D3*o

,lr+C3*+D3t

we have a point of the line that is also a point of n.
Since we have a line one of the canonical representations of

the line holds and the lernrna follows.

Corollary to Lernrna 4, If a line has exactly one point in cornrnon with a plane then

(

I) if the plane is canonically represented by
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x - 0, the line has an infinite nurnber of points in the positive half
space deterrnined by

x = 0 and the negative half space does not exist,

(Z'l if the plane is canonically represented by any other equation,

the

line has an infinite nurnber of points in each half space determined by
the p1ane.

In case (I) we need only consider the points canonically represented by

(1, yr, zt, wt). These points are in the positive half

space

of x = 0 and since we have free choice of yr, zt, and wr over the

field of reals we have an infinite nurnber of possibilities.
In case (2) we can write a parametric representation of the
line as shown in lernrna 4. Now since there is a point of the line

on

the plane there exists a value to of the pararneter t such that the para-

rnetric equations yield the point in question for this value of to. Then
the pararneters to + k and to - k, with k greater than zero, are
such that the pararnetric equations

will yield an infinite nurnber of

points in each half space determined by the plane.
There are twenty-four possible cross ratios of four collinear

points. I will divide these into three groups of eight each such that
every rnernber of a set will either be positive or negative. The three
groups are listedon the following page.

3I
Group Two

Group One

R (PIP2,
R (P4PI,
R (P3P4,
R (P2P3,
R ( P4P3,
R (PIP4,

R (P2PI,
R (P3P2,

"+Pr)

"r"r)

R (PIP3, P+PZ\

R (PIP2,

R (P4Pt, O3Or)

R (P3P

R (P2P4,

"r"r)

R (P3PZ,

"tP+)

R (P4PZ,

"' "r)

R (P1P4,

"r"S)
"a"+)

"+"r)

Group Three

P:"t)
"tP+)

"r":)
"r"z)

r,

R (P4P3,

P

+P z)

'Z"t)

R (P2P4, PIPA)
R (P3P4,

"r"Z)

R (P1P3,

R (P3Pt, erPn)

R (PZPI,

R (P2P3,

R (P+Pz,

"+rr)

":P+)

",r+l

"+P3)

"r"r)

Lernrna 5. Given four collinear points and their cross ratios,

eight and only eight of these cross ratios are less than zero.

Let the four collinear points be canonically represented by PI,
PZ, P3, and Pn as above. Now to get a value of a cross ratio it is
necessary to introduce the three planes canonically represented by

nZ = 0, containinr

PZ but no other points of the

line; ,3 - 0, con-

taining P, but no other point of the line; and nn - 0, containin1

P+

but no other point of the 1ine. These planes exist as dernonstrated in
lernrna 3. To find a value of the cross ratio we now rnust assurne a

relative position to points Pr, P3, and Pn in relation to the planes
nZ, ,3, and rrn. W'e can do this arbitrarily since a change in any one
would result in an even nurnber of sign changes in a given cross ratio
and hence not affect the

final sign. Let us assurrre P, and P, in the

positive half space of nn, Prin the positive half space of nr, Pn in

3Z

the negative half space of nr, and P, and Pn in the negative half space

of rr. Then it follows that n'r(Pr), "Z(P+\, and rs(P+) are less than
greater than zero.
and
zero and nr(Pr),
"+(Pl) are
"+(PZ),
Now three distinct planes divide the points of space, not on
any of the planes, into eight distinct sets. I will narrre these sets

indicates that the points are in the positive half space of ra, the posi-

tive half space of nr, and the positive half space of nn respectively.
By assurnption we have P, on n, and hence in ni:ither of the sets + * *

and-++;

P, onnrandhence inneither of the sets -**

and P^ on n4 and hence in neither of the sets

and- -

- - + and - - -.

+;

Then

by the corollary to lernrna 4 we have a point of the line in each of the

It rnust be noted here that if

sets + * *, - + +, - - +, and
of the above planes nr, n3, or

1t4

one

is canonically represented by x = 0,

by the above assurnptions, it rnust be nn. But then the line would
have no points in the set

- - -. Even if this is the case it will

have

no bearing on the rernaining parts of this proof.

I will now show that the line cannot have a point in the rernainingfoursetsof points, + -+, -* -, ++ -, and- -+. If ithada
point in the set * - f , it would have a point on rI3 which is in neither
of the sets + * * and + - +. This is a result of lernrna 4. This point

is in the positive half space of nr, But we already have a point P, of
the line on rr3 and it is in the negative half space of nr. Therefore
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the line has two points of n, on it which is a contradiction. If we assurned

it has a point in each of the rernaining three sets rnentioned

above we

will reach a sirnilar contradiction. Therefore we need only

consider that P, rnay be in the sets of points + + +, - * *, - - *, and

Now to prove the lernrna

I need only show that a cross ratio of

one of the above groups of cross ratios

is negative if P, is in the four

sets above and that a cross ratio of each of the other groups is posi-

tive. Let R (",."r,
and R

("rOr,

"nPr)

represent group one and R (O,."3, ,+PZ)

On) represent groups two and three respectively.

"f
If PI is in the set + + + we would have the following values of

the cros s ratios.
R (P,PZ, P+Pf)

R (PrP3, P+Pr)

R (PlPz,

=

ffi
'a(P t)

=

"4("r)

@)-

F;)no(P,)
L

'

nr(Pr)

"r"+)

=

If Pl is in the set

M

rn(Pr\
r^( P.

'

\

n

)

nr(Pn)

we would have the following values of

the cross ratios! (Frorn this point on I will just state whether or not
the cross ratio is positive or negative and we can check back to the

aboverePresentationstoverifytheresu1ts.)R(P1Pz,P+P:)<
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If PI is in the set - + + we have the following values of the

If Pt is in the set - - + we have the following values of the

Lernrna 6. If. PZP4 V

"tP,

P:Pt' P3PI v'zo4'P:Pt

then Or":

V ,4r2, ,+rr,

v P4P/P+Pz v

"r"3'ot'a

V

v

,Zrn,andPrPn V

":"t.
Since rrPn V O,."1 we have R (PIPZ,

hence

"+"r)

less than zero,

all other cross ratios of the group containing R (PrPr, P+Pf)

are negative. Since each of the cross ratios that yield the above
separations are in this group the lernrna follows.

Lemrna 7. Given four distinct points of a line either ,Zr+

PIP3, or PrPn V PIPZ, or PrP, V

V

"t"+.

Since each of the cross ratios representing the above separa-

tions is in a different group, one rnust be negative by lernrna 5 and the

result

fo11ows.

Lernrna 8. lf. PZP4 V

l,r

",.P3,

then PrPn f

"rP,

and

,rr,

"t"+.
Since the cross ratios representing the above are in different

groups only one can be negative as shown in lernrna 5. But PrPn V

PtPg so R (PIPZ,

"+"a)

is negative, thus the others are positive and
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the result fo1lows.
Lernrna

9.

If. PZP4

V

lr or"r.

",."E

and P*PU

lr

"r"g

PZr+ V Pt": irnplies by lernrna 8 that rrr,
PZPS

t PtP+ indicates

lf or", indicates

"e("r)

that

nn(Pr)
We

"s(

Pt)

will now proceed with an indirect proof by assurning

V PtrZ. This irnplies by lernrna 8 that PSP', t Pt"+.
",.P+

OrO+.

that

,z(or) ..
"+"u

lf

then P.PU

P+P5

PSPZ lf

indicates that

"s(

P+)

Now rnultiply together inequalities
n- ( P

*)

Now inequality (4) rnean" P3P5

,+P5 lf
P:P+ V

"IO3,
"r"S

" z(P q\

(l) and (3) and get (4).
"s( "n)

lr P+"t. Since we were given that

we rrray conclude by lernrna 7 that

indicates that

"S"+

V PtP5.
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r3(Pr)
Since we assurned

"+(Pr)

that P+PS V OrO, we know, by lernrna

8,

that ,qPZ /'f ,rOS indicates that

"+(Pr)

"z(Pr)

Now rnultiply inequality (5) and (5) and get (7).

n-(P.

)

"z(Pr)

Now inequality (7) rnean" P3PZ V P,PS. By lernrna 6 P3P? O

irnplies Orr, V P'PS
PZPS V

PSPz

f

and by

lernrna t Or",

PtPr, which in turn irnplies PSr.- V

V O,OU irnplies

",.Pg

by lemrna

5.

indicates that

"rP,

Now

",."S

if we rnultiply inequalities (2) and (8) together we get (9).

nn(Pr)

"Z("r)

But inequality (9) rnean" P4PZ t PIP3,andsince we were giventhat
PZP+ U

"rP,

which irnplies, by lernrna 6, that PnPZ V PlP3 *u

have a contradiction and the lernrna follows.

Definition. A finite set of collinear points are in the order
P,PZ.

. Pn

o" PrPrr_I.

by the pairs PIPZ, PZP3, ,

.

Pl if no two of its points are separated
.

"rr"I.
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Theorern 8. Given n collinear points, with n greater than

three, there are exactly two ways of narning thern, O,.Or.

PrPr._I.
i, j, k,

.

PI, so that P. and

ar,d !.

PO separate

.

P' or

P. and P, if and only if

are in natural order, or can be obtained frorn natural

order by substitutions frorn the group generated by (P.P.POPr) and
(P.P, ).
1K

This proof will proceed along the lines of rnath induction. The

first step is to show that we can order four collinear points. By
lernrna 5 we know that at least one cross ratio of the four points is

negative, say R (Or"r, P+":).

V P,.":.

Then by definition we know t}r.at PaPn

This result along with lernrnas 5 and 7 irnply P,."2 lf

p3"4, ,ZrZ lr p+Pt, o3o4 t ,LrZ,and PnP' f PZPI.
by definition the points are in the order

Hence

P4PlPZPt.

"tPZPgP4o,
We now assurre that we can order k such points of a line and

hence no two of the k points of the line are separated by the following
pairs- of-points

,

P

lP

Z, P Z, S.

.

"t "

t

.

We now need only show that we can order

k + I of these

points. If we add one point Pk I to the k points discussed above, we
+
will have for

one

pair of points P.P. the fact that P.P. V

"k * ,P*,
where P* is any other of the rernaining k - 2 points of the line. This
fact is a direct result of lernrna 5. Since we assurned the k points

P , where Px and Py are any of
were orderedwe know P.P.
1J lf Pxy
the rernaining k - Z points of the 1ine. Thus frorn lernrna 9 we can
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* I lf "r", and PO + tPj fi O*"r. Hence the
points are ordered PrPr. ."r"U
. Pk or PkPk _
I.
+ tPj.
deduce

,hr, Pi"k

"j"t * ,.

.

P, and the theorern

fo1lows.
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